February 8, 2017

Exclusive jeweller TASAKI launches new pieces from
leather goods collection “TASAKI por RELIQUIAE”

TASAKI (TASAKI & Co., Ltd.; Kobe Headquarter Office: 6-3-2 Minatojima Nakamachi, Chuo-ku,
Kobe; Tokyo Headquarter Office: 5-7-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo; Board Director & CEO: Toshikazu
TAJIMA) is to launch the latest 2017 SS Collection from its leather goods collection “TASAKI por
RELIQUIAE” at the TASAKI Ginza Flagship Store, TASAKI Tokyo Midtown Store, TASAKI
Hommachi Garden City Store, TASAKI Hilton Plaza Store, and TASAKI Online Shop
(http://tasaki-shop.jp) on Wednesday, February 8th, 2017.
TASAKI works in partnership with creators all over the world to bring out innovative yet refined
jewellery designs, and the “TASAKI por RELIQUIAE” leather goods collection came about in a
collaboration with Spanish high-end leather brand RELIQUIAE.
This season’s collection comprises 28 different items, inspired by the unique traditional culture
that survives to this day in southern Spain, which is home to the famous Alhambra in Granada,
Andalusia. The typical ‘Cortijo’ villages of the region have survived before the Common Era, and
the collection features rich colours inspired by the brick roofed mansions set in vast grounds and
surrounded by olive groves abounding with nature.
This season sees the debut of the “Archy Signature Micro Clutch Bag”. This mini-sized version of
the iconic “Archy Signature Clutch Bag” can be worn with a pearl strap (sold separately). In
addition, the “Archy Signature Double Handle” comes in two sizes, using cotton canvas to give a
wonderful sense of natural materials. The collection also features a number of new pieces from
the small leather goods line-up.
This season’s collection incorporates the vivid colours of the vast outdoors together with the
architectural style of a foreign land, at the crossroads of Greek, Roman and Islamic culture. We
invite you to experience the artistic yet elegant world of “TASAKI por RELIQUIAE” through these
new pieces that evoke traditional Spanish culture to showcase the creativity of this TASAKI
brand.

Archy Signature Micro Clutch Bag ¥120,000 each
Pearl strap sold separately ¥180,000 each
(Both tax excluded) © TASAKI

From Left
Archy Signature Clutch Bag ¥180,000
Archy Signature Double Handle (Cotton Canvas) ¥260,000
Archy Signature Bi-fold Wallet ¥65,000
Archy Long Wallet ¥100,000
Archy Signature Micro Clutch Bag ¥120,000
Archy Signature Micro Double Handle (Cotton Canvas) ¥230,000
(All tax excluded) © TASAKI
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